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Mauritania Airlines Domestic: An African Adventure  
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Birdwatching  From Germany, joined Sep 2003, 3913 posts, RR: 50
Posted Mon Jun 27 2011 01:08:28 your local time (3 years 11 months 1 day 4 hours ago) and read 15771 times:

 MAURITANIA AIRLINES INTERNATIONAL
 Flight L6 10 - June 16, 2011
 Nouakchott, Mauritania (NKC/GQNN) to Nouadhibou, Mauritania (NDB/GQPP)
 Boeing 737-500 5T-CLA (cn 28469/2849, ex CSA OK-CGH) 
 Take-off scheduled 16:30 (local = UTC), actual 16:50
 Landing scheduled 17:30, actual 17:27
 Duration scheduled 1:00, actual 0:37
 Seat 17F

 SUMMARY: On a backpacking trip to Mauritania, I flew on the new Mauritania Airlines on a domestic flight. While
 purchasing the ticket was very complicated and took the better part of one day, the flight was very enjoyable, on-time
 and exceeding expectations. Severe photography restrictions hindered my documenting the trip, and the photos you
 see here were all taken with permission of the authorities. In many cases this wasn't possible, so many parts of this
 trip remain unphotographed.

 NOUAKCHOTT, MAURITANIA, JUNE 16, 2011 -

 So it was 8AM and I was sitting at the airport, waiting for a flight that was not scheduled until 5PM, or actually it was
 not confirmed to operate at all. It was the only flight by the airline that day, and I didn't know if that raised or lowered
 my chances. 

 The airline was founded very recently, no details are known, all I could find out was that it rose from the ashes of at
 least 2 previous incarnations of the airline with slightly varying names. Even though the full name carries the
 "International" title, Mauritania Airlines currently flies only two domestic routes, from the captial Nouakchott to
 Nouadhibou and to Zouerat, with 3 weekly flights to the first and 2 to the latter, on alternating days, making it 5 weekly
 flights total (with 3 planes). But I hear that they have big plans, and I wish them all the best for expansion into the
 neighboring countries (Senegal, Morocco) and possibly Paris some day, using their newly acquired 737-700.

 But anyway, back to the airport. I was there 9 hours early, mainly because I didn't have a ticket yet but also because I
 didn't want to spend another minute in Nouakchott. There simply wasn't anything left to see or do, and even after
 having traveled halfway around the world and having been in many a hell hole, Nouakchott made me feel
 uncomfortable in several ways. The country itself is kind of pleasant for a traveler, although I had come at the wrong
 time of the year, much too hot in summer. So I hadn't seen any tourist in many days, people were generally
 welcoming but curious why I had come in summer. My ride on a train through the Sahara two days earlier would
 probably make for a good trip report too, but I'm keeping this aviation-related, so here I was sitting at the airport,
 waiting. 

 Photography not permitted, as usual in this country ("il faut JAMAIS filmer le train!!"), so this is the only shot I have of
 the view I enjoyed during most of that Thursday, photographed after I asked the police for permission. Looks a bit
 empty for the airport of a capital, you might say. Well, there are only a handful of flights per day, most of them in the
 night. So there was really nothing going on while I waited there. Nothing. Just a lot of polica and military walking
 around. 

 Next to where I sat was the Mauritania Airlines ticket office, but it was closed. Someone told me it would open at 8. It
 was past 9 when this was said. So I waited, and after that, I waited a bit more. After some time, to my great surprise,
 the office was opened from the inside by the guy who lived inside. No kidding! In the office, there was a messy desk
 and 2 broken chairs, a filthy mattress lying in the corner with flies buzzing around, and an old man telling me I better
 purchase my ticket at the city office. Why, I asked. Because he couldn't tell me if the flight was actually operating. The
 city office decides that (!) depending on the amount of bookings. I couldn't really believe this, so I asked him if he
 would just sell me a ticket, at my own risk. No, he said. Go to the city office. Oh well...

 With no options left, I walked out of the airport. I was really hoping for the flight operating on that day as I didn't want
 to wait for the Sunday flight in 3 days, even for a bus to Nouadhibou I'd have to wait until tomorrow as they tended to
 leave early in the morning, and I didn't want to spend another night in this city.
 So what could I do. I took a taxi to the office of Air Mauritanie. It was closed though, totally trashed in fact, but then the
 driver remembered that this was the old airline that had gone under. The next one, with "Mauritania Airways" titles,
 looked much better, but was closed too. The guard outside told me it would be closed all day, so all I could do was let
 the taxi take me back to the airport.

 By this time I had already become the center of attention of the many police, military and other people at the airport,
 they must have already concluded that I was crazy, after all you can just take a 8-hour bus to Nouadhibou, not only
 much cheaper, but also way faster, considering how early I was. So my lame attempt to make them understand why I
 flew was to point to my camera and say I wanted to photograph the landscape from above. Bad idea: as I've
 mentioned before, photography is a no-no in this country, and one shouldn't even mention it.

 So here I was, back at the airport, the police curiously asking why I was back. Turns out I went to the wrong office
 again, that airline of course was long gone too (and I wonder why they keep their city office and guard). I was lucky
 though, one police officer was about to end his shift and invited me to come with him. Not only did he drive me to the
 correct office (right down the block from where I'd been before), he also helped me exchange Euros at the favorable
 black market rate and even invited me for lunch (I refused as I didn't want to be of any more hassle than I'd already
 been). So the office was brand new, and air conditioned. Very friendly and helpful staff, although the whole facility
 looked a few sizes too big for the operation. But as I said before, they intend to grow. So the office staff promised me
 the flight would operate today, if God wanted so. (this is just a normal addition the Arabs add to sentences in the
 future: Inch Allah). 
 Pictured is not the Nouakchott office but the Nouadhibou office, as I forgot to photograph the other one. But you get
 the idea.

 So the office issued me the 288th ticket (according to the ticket stock, but it makes sense considering it's a new
 airline). One-way fare 17,550 Ouguiya (45 EUR = 65 US$), only about 3x as much as the bus. You can imagine how
 happy I was. This didn't guarantee me that the flight was really going to operate, but I was a big step further now.

 So I took a taxi back to the airport. The news quickly spread that the crazy white man had his ticket now, much to the
 relief of everybody around. It was past 12 now, still a lot of time to go. With not much to lose, I made a plan of asking
 my way up to the highest police in charge to ask if I could at least take some photos. Being used to taking home lots
 of photos from my travel, especially aviation related, my heart was acheing with so much to photograph and so much
 time to do so.

 So I ended up in Commandant Mokhtar's air conditioned office, an extremely kind, friendly and welcoming man. He
 showed me photos of several attractions and landscapes of his country on his laptop, including a mock-up of the new
 airport he believed was going to be completed in 10 years.
 Then he told me the photo rules: no general overview photos of the outside of the airport, no photos of "the Airbus"
 (he was referring to the Air France flight later that day). Photos of the Mauritanian plane were ok, as well as the airport
 name signs and the entry. I was incredibly thankful and played by the rules. I could have probably snapped some
 more shots here and there, but I chose to respect the rules, half surprised and very thankful that I was even allowed
 as much as I was.

 So I went around with some officers and took some photos:

 And finally, the plane I so desired to fly on, parked on the tarmac in front of the terminal:

 Back in the terminal, the whole place slowly began to come to life. It was the Air France flight, the big event of the day.
 4 flights were on the departures board for the day: A middle-of-the-night Casablanca departure on RAM, then Conakry
 on AF although I believe you can't fly that segment, passengers can only get off. Then my 16:30 (17:00 on the info
 board) Nouadhibou flight, and finally, the AF flight back to CDG just before midnight. It was now that I started to
 comprehend Mauritania Airlines' schedule strategy: it was all scheduled to tie up with the AF flight, so while that one
 was tagging on to Conakry, connecting passengers could transfer to and from Nouadhibou. Basically a clever idea,
 but with no online booking and not even a web site to get the info from, and an airport office refusing to sell tickets, I
 just couldn't see it work. Indeed, info on the internet is almost non-existant on this airline. All you get is a Wikipedia
 article (which I plan to update later as it is mostly wrong), and then some airline industry articles announcing the
 transactions of the 737s being sold. From this moment of, this very thread on Airliners.net will probably be the main
 information source on this airline on the internet.

 But back to the airport. Widebody noises outside, Air France had arrived. Everybody getting busy, the snack shop
 opened, the car rental desk, the cafe. Hotel drivers holding up signs with names. A bunch of folks coming to get their
 luggage which had missed the last flight from Paris 3 days ago. Then about 30 passengers came out. After an hour,
 the place was calm again. As I had expected, nobody had stayed to connect on my flight. Not a good sign for me. Did
 this mean I was the only passsenger? It was 3PM now and I started to worry a bit. There wasn't the smallest sign that
 anything else was going to happen today. Everybody had pretty much packed up and closed shop for the day. I
 headed over to the check-in desk. The guy there kind of ignored me for half an hour, fiddling around with the
 mechanism inside the counter's luggage scale. And then, totally unexpected and out of nowhere, he handed me a
 boarding pass printed on white unbranded card stock, sequence number... 4! 

 Needless to say I was pleasantly surprised. I headed on to the security check which scanned my backpack. They
 were somewhat obsessed with the (simple, made-in-China) flashlight I was carrying, taking it apart several times,
 checking out the batteries and making it light up again and again. That done, I was allowed into the small boarding
 lounge. During the next hour, a good dozen other passebgers came trickling in. I was now more confident than ever
 that the flight was going to operate. Here's the AF boarding gate sign, still with the info of the flight 3 days ago:

 Signage of a long-gone previous version of the airline:

 And finally, my hopeful view out to the apron, with that long awaited tail fin sticking up:

 And then, finally, a soldier unlocked the door to the apron and boarding began. What a heart-beating moment! I
 realized that this was my one chance to photograph the plane up close, I even had the permission of the highest
 police official. Wanting to get an unobstructed shot without passengers walking into the picture, I went first and walked
 fast. Out on the apron, I waved at the first soldier and told him the Commandant had allowed me to photograph the
 plane. He seemed to be ok with that and with great pleasure I shot the beautiful 735 from several angles, hesitant to
 believe that I was actually photographing an airplane, in Mauritania, with uniforms all around and nobody giving me a
 hard time. So here are some of the photos, for your enjoyment:

 Up the stairs I went, getting a very friendly welcome by the crew. Even though I had been the first out the boarding
 lounge, there were already about 20 people sitting on the plane. I was free to take any seat I wanted, so I went for a
 right side window in the back (the Commandant de Police had suggested I do so, for good views of the coast).

 So I was sitting there while the others boarded, big smile on my face, happy with how things had turned out. Just
 when it couldn't get any better, the purser came and asked me to come with him and see the captain. So I grabbed
 the camera and followed him.

 "Vouz avez photographé l'avion!" the captain barked at me. Oh boy, not this! I apologized and told him the
 Commandant de Police had given me the permission. I handed him the paper with his name and address on it, in
 case it might help.
 The captain told me several times that the Commandant didn't "own any planes" and that I had to delete the photos,
 right there and then and before his eyes.
 What a downer! Here I had my beautiful photos, and I couldn't keep them. Under the crew's supervision, I began
 deleting the photos. It hurt so much doing this, the wonderful beautiful shots with perfect lighting and all, that picture
 perfect, freshly painted 737 under the Sahara sun, all down the trash can. 
 But sometimes miracles happen, and the miracle came when after deleting 2 photos, the crew were satisfied and
 signalled me to buzz off as they had more important things to do. With angry faces they sent me back to my seat,
 telling me not to take any more photos of the plane. 
 Heartbeat slowly sinking, courage slowly returning, I went back up front to the purser to ask if I could at least
 photograph out the window during the flight. Yes, he said, I could do that. Do I have to check with the captain first?
 No, it's his cabin. Permission granted. No more photos while on the ground, but OK while in the air and inside the
 cabin. And again, I played by the rules, as I had before, not wanting to get into trouble, not wanting to get anybody in
 trouble.

 So, time to taxi to the runway and take off! The 737 accelerated very slowly, as if to use most of the runway. Wheels
 off at only 20 minutes after the scheduled time. Very interesting views of the city after departure. I'm very surprised
 how the city is so close to the coast yet no part of it actually touches the coastline. The coast seems to have no
 meaning at all to the city!

 Soon after departure, the crew started to serve drinks. The male purser closed the curtain and took care of the
 business class passengers (not sure if they got a meal or not), while the 2 very friendly female crew served the
 economy cabin. I ordered a Coke with ice, after 5 minutes they came back to offer refills.

 I tried to photograph the desert below but it was all blurred brownish sand:

 The FA soon came to my seat and asked me if I was taking photos. Not this again I thought, quickly putting away the
 camera, mumbling something like "there's not much to see out there anyway". The second FA had arrived by now,
 and to my surprise they were now asking me to photograph them! That certainly came as a surprise, and as I wasn't
 breaking anybody's rules to my best knowledge, I obliged. (Not sure where the child had come from. He just was there
 for some reason.)

 Soon after, the descent into Nouadhibou began. Spectacular views of dozens of scrapped or retired ships in the bay!
 Sort of a ship graveyard, some visibly below the sea's surface. 

 One last photo of our shadow before landing, then no more photos, as ordered by the captain. 

 We used half the runway and turned there, the jet blast kicking up all sorts of plastic trash lying around. That's one
 thing I really don't like about Mauritania. They are now in the "plastic age" and their trash just goes out the window.
 There is trash everywhere. In the desert, on the roads, in towns, in buildings, everywhere. The train I'd taken some
 days earlier was a constant trash factory. Every ten seconds a bottle, bag or packaging went into the Sahara. Plastic
 symbolizes progress, trash means wealth. Proudly throw your trash in the desert. It means man has conquered
 nature. It will never rot or disappear either. Not in this climate. The trash is here to stay.

 Oh, but back to Nouadhibou. Right next to us on the apron, the airline's 73G (5T-CLC) was parked. "En panne" as
 they told me. What a great photo this would have been! The two planes, a palm tree, the desert sun. Oh pain! But I
 must resist. I sometimes wonder if it really would make such a big difference here if everybody was just allowed to -
 God forbid! - photograph stuff. What if they just let me walk around freely and take my photos as I pleased. Would it
 really be such a big danger for security? Photos of a place that is already well-documented on Google Maps? Oh well.
 You travel to the place and you play by the rules.

 And here I was, having just... broken another rule? The policeman at the terminal who checked the passports told me
 I only had a 1-entry visa. Correct, I said, and I only ever entered the country once! No, he said, at Nouakchott one
 leaves the country when boarding an aircraft. It was true! I had an exit stamp next to my visa! On a domestic flight!
 You leave the ground, you leave the country. 
 Before I could open my mouth for a lengthy discussion on this subject, I had a new entry stamp in my passport and
 was free to go.

 Here's one last photo of Nouadhibou airport, taken while I walked to my hotel which was about 1 Km to the north:

 And this is what the 735's safety card looks like:

 Well, this concludes my trip report of an adventurous experience on an exotic airline. Kind of made me realize one
 doesn't have to travel too far and aim for rare planes of the 60s to experience adventures in aviation.

 This trip report was written on a 3 hour bus ride from Agadir to Marrakech.

 If you have time, please enjoy my other trip reports from years past:
F-27 Ecuador: Childhood Memories Re-Lived! (pics) (by Birdwatching Jul 12 2005 in Trip Reports)
Farewell DC9! 4-Flight Northwest Fun Run (photos!) (by Birdwatching Mar 26 2006 in Trip Reports)
1 Week Before Crash: ESM-UIO Flt In Cockpit (+Pics!) (by Birdwatching Apr 23 2005 in Trip Reports)

 This report is dedicated to my dear friend Dan who was going to come along on this trip but had to fly back home
 when he got really sick with a fever. In my mind he was always there with me, and I hope that while reading this report
 he gets to enjoy the experience too.

 Soren   

[Edited 2011-06-26 11:56:23]

All the things you probably hate about travelling are warm reminders that I'm home
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 1  directorguy : Fascinating report, it's like going to another world almost. The whole 'you-leave-the-country-when-you-board    

 2 MEA-707 : Great report, maybe a first here in Mauretania. Pity that Dan couldn't come along. In january you mentioned to ex       
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PlymSpotter  From Spain, joined Jun 2004, 11937 posts, RR: 59 
 Reply 3, posted Mon Jun 27 2011 02:21:04 your local time (3 years 11 months 1 day 3 hours ago) and read 15522 times:

 
 Hi Soren!

 Wow, that is a fantastic read!

Quoting Birdwatching (Thread starter):
So I waited, and after that, I waited a bit more. After some time, to my great surprise, the office was opened
 from the inside by the guy who lived inside. No kidding!

 So he really had no excuse whatsoever for opening late - that's just brilliant!   

Quoting Birdwatching (Thread starter):
So the office issued me the 288th ticket (according to the ticket stock, but it makes sense considering it's a new
 airline). One-way fare 17,550 Ouguiya (45 EUR = 65 US$), only about 3x as much as the bus.

 Ahh, we said it would either be insanely expensive to fly in Mauritania or insanely cheap. Glad it was the latter, that's
 really reasonable for a walk up fare.

Quoting Birdwatching (Thread starter):
So I ended up in Commandant Mokhtar's air conditioned office, an extremely kind, friendly and welcoming man.
 He showed me photos of several attractions and landscapes of his country on his laptop, including a mock-up
 of the new airport he believed was going to be completed in 10 years.
 Then he told me the photo rules: no general overview photos of the outside of the airport, no photos of "the
 Airbus" (he was referring to the Air France flight later that day). Photos of the Mauritanian plane were ok, as
 well as the airport name signs and the entry. I was incredibly thankful and played by the rules. I could have
 probably snapped some more shots here and there, but I chose to respect the rules, half surprised and very
 thankful that I was even allowed as much as I was.

 Very decent of him, not what I'd have expected either... well not without some money changing hands at least.

Quoting Birdwatching (Thread starter):
Indeed, info on the internet is almost non-existant on this airline. All you get is a Wikipedia article (which I plan
 to update later as it is mostly wrong), and then some airline industry articles announcing the transactions of the
 737s being sold. From this moment of, this very thread on Airliners.net will probably be the main information
 source on this airline on the internet.

 Definitely - you have their schedule, details on where to buy a ticket, and all the pitfalls along the way. I spent hours
 during the months since they got their first aircraft in January trying to find information on this carrier and drew blanks
 practically everywhere. Just before I left for Morocco I did find out some stuff via Wikipedia and AirlineRouteMapper
 etc... but that all turned out to be wrong information anyway. It's so back to front really - most African airlines start off
 with hugely ambitious plans but no aircraft or money, or perhaps something very old, yet Mauritania Airlines
 International had three quite modern 737s just sitting around for months with no plan for where to fly them! Now they
 have 3 aircraft for 5 weekly flights on two routes. It would be funny if the country wasn't so poor.

Quoting Birdwatching (Thread starter):
Out on the apron, I waved at the first soldier and told him the Commandant had allowed me to photograph the
 plane. He seemed to be ok with that and with great pleasure I shot the beautiful 735 from several angles,
 hesitant to believe that I was actually photographing an airplane, in Mauritania, with uniforms all around and
 nobody giving me a hard time. So here are some of the photos, for your enjoyment:

 Interesting that they have just gone with 'Mauritania Airlines', maybe that's in case the official name changes again in
 a year or so. Really rare photographs - definitely not 'badcommon' I hope  

Quoting Birdwatching (Thread starter):
The second FA had arrived by now, and to my surprise they were now asking me to photograph them! That
 certainly came as a surprise, and as I wasn't breaking anybody's rules to my best knowledge, I obliged. (Not
 sure where the child had come from. He just was there for some reason.)

 That happened to me once in the far South of the Philippines and took me by surprise too - no cabin shots unless we
 are in them. Really surprising considering it's normally frowned upon to photograph people - especially women, in
 Muslim countries. I guess they are really proud of their job and appearance as crew.

Quoting Birdwatching (Thread starter):
They are now in the "plastic age" and their trash just goes out the window. There is trash everywhere. In the
 desert, on the roads, in towns, in buildings, everywhere. The train I'd taken some days earlier was a constant
 trash factory. Every ten seconds a bottle, bag or packaging went into the Sahara. Plastic symbolizes progress,
 trash means wealth. Proudly throw your trash in the desert. It means man has conquered nature. It will never
 rot or disappear either. Not in this climate. The trash is here to stay.

 Very sad to hear that when the Sahara is one of the last unspoiled wildernesses on this planet. Hopefully they will
 learn to respect their environment soon.

Quoting Birdwatching (Thread starter):
Before I could open my mouth for a lengthy discussion on this subject, I had a new entry stamp in my passport
 and was free to go.

 Wow - so easy! Mind you I do get the feeling that the whole visa process is just a money earning exercise and that
 they really don't care who you are so long as you pay them the fee. I spent two hours queuing up in Rabat and most
 people there were using forged addresses, fake details etc... so they could smuggle European cars into Mauritania -
 apparently Toyota Corollas are luxury cars which people pay around €4000 for! Just pay the fee, and 24 hours later
 you have a visa.

Quoting Birdwatching (Thread starter):
This report is dedicated to my dear friend Dan who was going to come along on this trip but had to fly back
 home when he got really sick with a fever. In my mind he was always there with me, and I hope that while
 reading this report he gets to enjoy the experience too.

 Thank you! I'm just glad you still managed to have a great trip and enjoy Mauritania... well as much as you can enjoy
 Mauritania from what you said! It would have been an amazing adventure but I'm glad I decided to head back - it was
 another week before I felt like I could have ridden a train or bus, and the extreme heat wouldn't have helped a bad
 fever and dizziness like a dark room in cold wet England did. A real shame, hearing the words 'don't fly or go
 anywhere' from your doctor is never good, although hopefully that gets reversed this week.

 Thanks for putting this rare report together, looking at your pictures is definitely a good substitute   

 Take care!

 Dan   

 
...love is just a camouflage for what resembles rage again...
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taichen  From Spain, joined Jul 2001, 219 posts, RR: 0 
 Reply 4, posted Mon Jun 27 2011 05:06:29 your local time (3 years 11 months 1 day ago) and read 15127 times:

 
 Great report ! I enjoyed every single word on it ! 

 About those stupid & crazy "ne pas photographier l'avion /le train / le pays" rules ... well, I just hope some countries
 will, some day, get with the times. 

 Just a tip : if you ever get ordered to delete pics on the spot , there are computer programs that easily will recover
 those photos, and they work best id you don't use the card any more after deleting ... so next time have 2 memory
 cards, delete as many pictures as they want you to on the spot, change cards and use this program at
 home/hotel/whatever to recover deleted pics. Look for "Zero assumption recovery" in google, or other similar
 programs. 
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gabrielchew  From United Kingdom, joined Aug 2005, 3542 posts, RR: 12 
 Reply 5, posted Mon Jun 27 2011 09:32:01 your local time (3 years 11 months 20 hours ago) and read 14767 times:

 
 Sounds like trips to Mauritania are hard work! For some reason, I've always wanted to go to Mauritania - maybe it's
 just the cool name! Your TR was a nice insight (well, maybe not so much nice, as informative!) into how the country
 works. Thanks! 

 
http://my.flightmemory.com/shefgab Upcoming flights:LCY-ARN-AMS-LGW,STN-OTP-AMS-YUL,YQB-JFK-LAX-DUS-STN,LGW-DXB-BKK-HKG-
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717Flyer  From Finland, joined Jun 2011, 303 posts, RR: 6 
 Reply 6, posted Mon Jun 27 2011 13:54:30 your local time (3 years 11 months 15 hours ago) and read 14467 times:

 
 Hi!
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 Thank you for a very interesting trip report. Mauritania Airlines (or what was the name of this new version   ) really
 seemed like the airline of big contrasts.
 The load factor did not look very good, but anyway I wish the airline the best for the future. Of course it is a good thing
 to have ambitions, just another thing if it is realistic to realize them.

 Thanks for sharing!
 717Flyer 

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

lychemsa  From United States of America, joined Oct 2009, 1400 posts, RR: 3 
 Reply 7, posted Mon Jun 27 2011 15:32:41 your local time (3 years 11 months 14 hours ago) and read 14339 times:

 
 I thought Muretania was dangerous? Some westerners have been kidnapped by Al Quaida.

 I was often interested in going to Mauretania but after reading this I think I can live without going there.

 Thank you for a fascinating report. 

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

globalflyer  From United States of America, joined Dec 2005, 968 posts, RR: 3 
 Reply 8, posted Mon Jun 27 2011 22:20:37 your local time (3 years 11 months 7 hours ago) and read 14000 times:

 
 Hi Soren that was an absolutely fantastic report! Such an exotic carrier and wow a very strict country in terms of
 photography. You certainly rank up there amongst the adventurous travelers!  
 I was shocked that the cabin crew wanted their picture taken. Thanks for sharing and happy and safe travels! 

 
Landing on every Continent almost on an annual basis!

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

Quokka  From , joined Dec 1969, posts, RR: 
 Reply 9, posted Mon Jun 27 2011 23:48:01 your local time (3 years 11 months 5 hours ago) and read 13903 times:

 
 Hi Soren!
 What an amazing trip report. Not only do you bring us a fascinating insight into a region most of us have not ventured
 into, but you highlight the disparity between what is allowed and what is tolerated.

 The examples you give of a police commandant giving you permission to photograph while a captain insists you
 delete some frames but doesn't check to see if all frames have been deleted is a classic example of how travel in
 some countries is exciting (for want of a better term). It also highlights the idiocy of controlling tourists openly taking
 photos when professional "spies" can and do whatever they want using far more advanced technologies. 

 But airports are not the only places that have curious restrictions. I recall being in Santorini where I could photograph
 an urn in the museum by itself but not with my mother stood alongside it. Go figure. 

 Thank you for sharing. It has stimulated my interest in a destination not previously on my map,   

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

CaptainRed  From Germany, joined Oct 2010, 767 posts, RR: 20 
 Reply 10, posted Tue Jun 28 2011 03:21:25 your local time (3 years 11 months 2 hours ago) and read 13690 times:

 
 Hi Soren,

 now that was an interesting trip report. Exotic location and an exotic carrier, sure a great experience.

 That booking process was quite a longish procedure, I think I would have given up in the meantime. But I guess when
 you travel in Africa you need a lot of patience and determination. 

Quoting Birdwatching (Thread starter):
So I ended up in Commandant Mokhtar's air conditioned office, an extremely kind, friendly and welcoming man.
 He showed me photos of several attractions and landscapes of his country on his laptop, including a mock-up
 of the new airport he believed was going to be completed in 10 years.
 Then he told me the photo rules:

 Nice, and well done from you to ask for permission, good idea not to get into trouble. I just wonder that he didn't try to
 collect a fee (   ) from you for this. Anyway you got some interesting pictures on the way. Just a shame that the
 captain didn't agree but thankfully everything worked out well at the end.

 Thanks again for this great report and for the insight in this rather unknown country.

 CaptainRed 

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

EL-AL  From Israel, joined Oct 2001, 1435 posts, RR: 13 
 Reply 11, posted Wed Jun 29 2011 06:01:56 your local time (3 years 10 months 4 weeks 23 hours ago) and read 13261 times:

 
 Hello,

 Thank you very much for this report - interesting read from a country hardly reported here. This is the first report from
 there I think. What is it with this photography obsession? 

Quoting Birdwatching (Thread starter):
On a backpacking trip to Mauritania

 You are braver then me! Can't say your report made me want to pack my bag and head there - looks like a very hard
 country to travel in. 

Quoting Birdwatching (Thread starter):
That's one thing I really don't like about Mauritania. They are now in the "plastic age" and their trash just goes
 out the window.

 Same in Cambodia. Unfortunately. 

 Thx again for this rare report, I appreciate the effort you made considering the difficulties you had with the
 photography issue. 

 LY 

 
"In Israel, on order to be a realist, one's must believe in miracles" - David Ben Gurion.

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

PieterBoth  From United Kingdom, joined Jan 2010, 88 posts, RR: 0 
 Reply 12, posted Wed Jun 29 2011 15:16:45 your local time (3 years 10 months 4 weeks 14 hours ago) and read 13065 times:

 
 Fantastic report, an excellent read! Your descriptions of the whole photography situation and of the photos that are
 missing add to the mysteriousness of it all! I always imagined the Mauritanian coast to have great beaches where the
 Sahara meets the Atlantic. Did you see any outside Nouakchott or Nouadhibou? 

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

stylo777  From Turkey, joined Feb 2006, 3108 posts, RR: 10 
 Reply 13, posted Thu Jun 30 2011 01:02:05 your local time (3 years 10 months 4 weeks 4 hours ago) and read 12883 times:

 
 great report with an amazing background story. absolutely fantastic and enjoyable to read, like watching a movie... 

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

MHTripple7  From United States of America, joined Feb 2008, 1118 posts, RR: 8 
 Reply 14, posted Thu Jun 30 2011 08:13:44 your local time (3 years 10 months 3 weeks 6 days 21 hours ago) and read 12706 times:

 
 Wow, backpacking through Mauritania.... that must have been quite the experience! 

Quoting Birdwatching (Thread starter):
After some time, to my great surprise, the office was opened from the inside by the guy who lived inside. No
 kidding! In the office, there was a messy desk and 2 broken chairs, a filthy mattress lying in the corner with flies
 buzzing around, and an old man telling me I better purchase my ticket at the city office. Why, I asked. Because
 he couldn't tell me if the flight was actually operating. The city office decides that (!) depending on the amount
 of bookings. I couldn't really believe this, so I asked him if he would just sell me a ticket, at my own risk. No, he
 said. Go to the city office. Oh well...

 Haha, classic. That airport office is literally pointless. 

Quoting Birdwatching (Thread starter):
So I ended up in Commandant Mokhtar's air conditioned office, an extremely kind, friendly and welcoming man.
 He showed me photos of several attractions and landscapes of his country on his laptop, including a mock-up
 of the new airport he believed was going to be completed in 10 years.

 That's very cool!

Quoting Birdwatching (Thread starter):
The captain told me several times that the Commandant didn't "own any planes" and that I had to delete the
 photos, right there and then and before his eyes.

 Quite the power trip this captain was on. 

 Anyways, thank you for this excellent and very interesting trip report. Please keep up the good work! 

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

The777Man  From United States of America, joined Jul 1999, 6750 posts, RR: 55 
 Reply 15, posted Thu Jun 30 2011 14:12:15 your local time (3 years 10 months 3 weeks 6 days 15 hours ago) and read 12606 times:

 
 Hi Soren! 

 Amazing trip report with nice pictures! Very interesting story on a country rarely featured here. I have wanted to go to
 Mauritania for a long time and this gets me more motivated for trying to go there. 

 The777Man 

 
Need a Boeing 777 Firing Order....Further to fly....LX and LH 777s

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

sw733  From United States of America, joined Feb 2004, 6419 posts, RR: 8 
 Reply 16, posted Thu Jun 30 2011 19:30:06 your local time (3 years 10 months 3 weeks 6 days 10 hours ago) and read 12504 times:

 
 Awesome report! I have been all over Africa, and many countries bordering Mauritania (well..all 4 actually, if you
 decide to count Western Sahara as part of Morocco...), but that is one country I have never been to...and honestly,
 never had much desire to. It's fascinating to see pictures of a place I may likely never seen - thanks for that!

 Cheers
 Zach 

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

eastafspot  From France, joined Jan 2008, 886 posts, RR: 20 
 Reply 17, posted Sun Jul 3 2011 00:41:01 your local time (3 years 10 months 3 weeks 4 days 4 hours ago) and read 12005 times:

 
 Very nice short journey with awesome pictures! Thanks for sharing this experience, I really enjoyed reading and
 watching every part of this priceless TR.

Quoting Birdwatching (Thread starter):
they must have already concluded that I was crazy, after all you can just take a 8-hour bus to Nouadhibou

    for an aviation fan: no way! 

 
Fly with Air Burundi, Air Tanzania, Air Uganda, Kenya Airways and Rwandair...Jumuiya ya Afrika mashariki

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

reifel  From Germany, joined Feb 2005, 1478 posts, RR: 1 
 Reply 18, posted Mon Jul 4 2011 05:34:35 your local time (3 years 10 months 3 weeks 3 days ago) and read 11836 times:

 
 Wow, what a facinating report! And very well written, loved the situations with the police and alone at the airport. Had
 to laugh about the guy sleeping in the airport office!
 Some things just don't make sense in some countries: Airport ticket offices refusing to sell tickets, photography
 prohibitions, leaving the country when boarding a domestic flight...

 It somehow remembers my domestic flight in Belarus. I also waited at the airport, not sure if the flight would operate,
 nobody speaking english, airport full of Milice and other officials, but no flights and no passengers... I must write a
 report of this, too... Although Mauritania is even worse   

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

abrelosojos  From Venezuela, joined May 2005, 5143 posts, RR: 55 
 Reply 19, posted Mon Jul 11 2011 07:09:54 your local time (3 years 10 months 2 weeks 2 days 22 hours ago) and read 11330 times:

 
 Simply one of the most outstanding reports out there. As many know, I love reports that go "off the beaten air
 corridor", and this definitely fits the bill. I loved the description and the fun at the airport - the stuff A.Netter's do to fly is
 really quite something. 

 Thank you so much for an excellent Sunday read. I have Mauritania as a country I want to visit soon!

 Saludos,
 A. 

 
Live, and let live.

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

WhereToNext  From United States of America, joined Jul 2010, 96 posts, RR: 0 
 Reply 20, posted Mon Jul 11 2011 12:23:36 your local time (3 years 10 months 2 weeks 2 days 17 hours ago) and read 11249 times:

 
 This is one of those 'WOW' trip reports! Talk about 'off the beaten path'. I just couldn't believe the exchange you had
 with the head of police at the airport! 

 Not to sound ungrateful, but if you had few more pictures from your Mauritania trip, I'd love to see them!  

 Thanks again!

 -Matt 

 
Next Adventure: TBD

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

MSS658  From Belgium, joined Oct 2010, 2474 posts, RR: 14 
 Reply 21, posted Mon Jul 11 2011 15:25:31 your local time (3 years 10 months 2 weeks 2 days 14 hours ago) and read 11192 times:

 
 Wonderfull 'off the beaten path' trip report. 

 
Next trip report: Well worn A330s and Hassle free MUC transfer

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

Birdwatching  From Germany, joined Sep 2003, 3913 posts, RR: 50 
 Reply 22, posted Sun Dec 18 2011 18:41:11 your local time (3 years 5 months 6 days 10 hours ago) and read 9190 times:

 
 Thank to all of you for your comments and remarks! Glad to see you enjoyed reading the report. I have finally
 uploaded the photo of the aircraft to Airliners.net now, and behold, they actually accepted it into the database. This
 surprised me as I had really really rare and good photos rejected before. Here it is:

View Large View Medium

Photo © Sören Karleby

 Soren    

 
All the things you probably hate about travelling are warm reminders that I'm home

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

alexeu  From Nauru, joined Oct 2007, 1844 posts, RR: 2 
 Reply 23, posted Sun Dec 18 2011 20:16:10 your local time (3 years 5 months 6 days 9 hours ago) and read 9074 times:

 
 I am just curious is it possible to go to the other side of peninsula (near Nouadibhou) which is officially part of the
 Western Sahara?

 Great report btw  

 Alex 

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

Birdwatching  From Germany, joined Sep 2003, 3913 posts, RR: 50 
 Reply 24, posted Sun Dec 18 2011 22:43:24 your local time (3 years 5 months 6 days 6 hours ago) and read 8941 times:

 
Quoting alexeu (Reply 23):
I am just curious is it possible to go to the other side of peninsula (near Nouadibhou) which is officially part of
 the Western Sahara?

 You are referring to Lagouira (La Agüera). This settlement is abandoned. It is theoretically in Western Sahara territory,
 in the Polisario part that is not occupied by Morocco, as it is south of the wall. That place is pretty much off-limits to
 visitors, oddly Mauritanian army guards control it (even though it is not in their country). But the only access is via
 Cansado near Nouadhibou, there is no road from Moroccan or Western Sahara territory, even though every Moroccan
 map I saw clearly has a road (even a paved road) run down the peninsula. This is simply a lie, there is no road
 whatsoever, you can look at the satellite image on Google Maps, there are not even traces of a road or former road.

 The area is heavily mined, and the buildings are all filled with sand, so I guess there is not much of a reason to go
 there. But I guess you can try. As I found out, if you ask nicely and meet the right people, anything is possible in
 Mauritania.

 Soren    

 
All the things you probably hate about travelling are warm reminders that I'm home
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stipica  From Croatia, joined Feb 2011, 427 posts, RR: 5 
 Reply 25, posted Mon Dec 19 2011 08:33:31 your local time (3 years 5 months 5 days 21 hours ago) and read 8737 times:

 
 Hi Soren ! ...
 this is a.net lottery trip report and we all win ... including Mauritania Airlines with new photo  ... 
 congratulations and thank you stipica   

 
Open your eyes and think

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

alexeu  From Nauru, joined Oct 2007, 1844 posts, RR: 2 
 Reply 26, posted Mon Dec 19 2011 17:58:30 your local time (3 years 5 months 5 days 11 hours ago) and read 8508 times:

 
Quoting Birdwatching (Reply 24):

 Well, the only reason to go there is simply to put ´´another country/territory´´ on my list of countries   But it would be
 shame to travel all the way there and be forbidden to travel there...You were brave enough to visit Mauritania itself. 

USER PROFILE SEND INSTANT MSG ADD TO RESP USERS SUGGEST DELETION QUOTE SELECTED TEXT _

AirPacific747  From Denmark, joined May 2008, 2643 posts, RR: 24 
 Reply 27, posted Mon Dec 19 2011 18:02:36 your local time (3 years 5 months 5 days 11 hours ago) and read 8512 times:

 
Quoting stipica (Reply 25):

 Hi Soren ! ...
 this is a.net lottery trip report and we all win ... including Mauritania Airlines with new photo

 Indeed! It is a very dangerous place according to the UK:

http://www.fco.gov.uk/en/travel-and-...iddle-east-north-africa/mauritania

 But thank you for a great trip report! It was a very interesting read. 

 
Follow The Greens
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